Purpose -Many opinion-mining systems and tools have been developed to provide users with the attitudes of people toward entities and their attributes or the overall polarities of documents. In addition, side effects are one of the critical measures used to evaluate a patient's opinion for a particular drug. However, side effect recognition is a challenging task, since side effects coincide with disease symptoms lexically and syntactically. The purpose of this paper is to extract drug side effects from drug reviews as an integral implicit-opinion words. Design/methodology/approach -This paper proposes a detection algorithm to a medical-opinionmining system using rule-based and support vector machines (SVM) algorithms. A corpus from 225 drug reviews was manually annotated by a medical expert for training and testing. Findings -The results show that SVM significantly outperforms a rule-based algorithm. However, the results of both algorithms are encouraging and a good foundation for future research. Obviating the limitations and exploiting combined approaches would improve the results. Practical implications -An automatic extraction for adverse drug effects information from online text can help regulatory authorities in rapid information screening and extraction instead of manual inspection and contributes to the acceleration of medical decision support and safety alert generation. Originality/value -The results of this study can help database curators in compiling adverse drug effects databases and researchers to digest the huge amount of textual online information which is growing rapidly.
Introduction
The explosive growth of social media on the World Wide Web dramatically changes people's methods of expressing their opinions, and, consequently, how they make decisions in their lives. The medical domain is not immune of this fact. With the vast amount of medical online information and the rapid growth of social media in this field, people no longer take a drug before going to the internet to learn something about it. However, extracting and analyzing opinions manually from the huge volume of texts is a formidable or even impossible task. The aim of the automatic sentiment analysis (opinion mining) system is to provide the user with the attitudes of people toward entities and their attributes or the overall polarity of a document. Opinions can be classified into two groups according to the type of presentation in the sentences (Liu and Zhang, 2013 ). An explicit opinion is one that is expressed explicitly in a subjective sentence, e.g., "Methadone works great for me." On the other hand, an implicit opinion is one that is implied in an objective sentence. These sentences usually describe desirable or undesirable facts, e.g., "Methadone makes me feel nauseous." Unlike implicit-opinion mining, a significant amount of research has been done on explicit-opinion mining.
One issue that remains almost unexplored in medical-opinion mining is detecting implicit-sentiment words and phrases that show desirable or undesirable facts about one medicine in the drug review. One group of these words and phrases are drug side effects that cover a large portion of drug reviews. Side effects can imply both positive and negative opinions about one drug. Even so, talking about drug side effects is rarely positive, and positive terms are more related to drug effectiveness. On the other hand, most drug reviews are narratives and contain patients' experiences. Thus, just detecting these kinds of words individually and without considering the context cannot be an appropriate solution to this problem. For instance, some sentences show the general status of patients or their symptoms before taking a drug. As an example, in the sentence "I take alprazolam when I'm having anxiety about whatever it may be," "anxiety" is a disease symptom, and the reason for taking this psychoactive drug by the patient. Indeed, in this sentence the anxiety does not imply any opinion about the related drug. In contrast, in the sentence "Two months into taking this pill, I started having severe anxiety and anxiety attacks," which is part of a review on a birth control drug, anxiety is a drug side effect and is used to show the negative opinion of the patient about the drug's side effects. Therefore, despite the nonexistence of an opinion word, this sentence is opinionated, and a drug side effect should be considered as a negative implicit-opinion word in this context. This study tries to resolve this problem by considering the context in which the medical concept occurs to differentiate between a disease-manifestation-related symptom and an adverse drug event to extract the second one as a sub-problem in medical-opinion mining.
To address this issue, we propose two approaches. The first is an unsupervised textengineering technique, and the second is a supervised machine-learning method. In the first approach, we adapt the idea of using regular expressions for identifying contextual features from the clinical text suggested by Chapman et al. (2007) . The second method is the machine-learning approach using support vector machines (SVM). Lastly, we compare the results of two approaches from the precision and recall point of view.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the previous related work and discusses the research motivation. Section 3 presents the method applied and the experiments carried out. The results obtained are reported and discussed in Section 4 and Section 5. In Section 6 the conclusion and proposals for future work are expounded.
Related work
There are a great many social media sites on which people can post their opinions, experiences, and knowledge about drugs. These websites can be dedicated to drugs or cover different kinds of product. In a related study, Goeuriot et al. (2011) , in their content analysis of drug reviews in three drug review websites, investigated
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Recognition of side effects user-generated posts based on the number of opinion words, frequency of medical concepts, and linguistic features, such as length of review, sentence length, and proportion of different part of speech (POS) tags. Using the subjectivity lexicon, they observed that 8 percent of words are sentiment words (43 percent positive, 57 percent negative), whereas 64 percent are medical concepts. They also concluded from their observations on linguistic features, that drug reviews are more similar to spoken language than research papers, although they are both full of medical terms. Their analysis also shows that drugs related to depression, anxiety, weight loss, and pain relief are most frequently reviewed, and the most frequent negative-opinion terms are as follows: pain, depression, agony, and anxiety. Because of these observations, it seems that the reason for the frequency of such opinion words is the frequency of the related drug. Thus, the drug has a treatment relationship with most of these words, and we should assign these kinds of words to the neutral class. However, these terms can be regarded as popular side effects of many drugs, and, thus, may be assigned to the negative category. Therefore determining sentiment word orientation based on opinion lexicon without considering the context is definitely not applicable to drug reviews.
Thus, drug reviews are full of adverse effect of drugs that are used by people to express their negative opinion toward a drug or its side effect aspect. However, people also speak about their disease symptom to describe their precondition. In this regard, the symptoms which are the arguments of "drug cause" relation should be detected precisely.
However, sentiment analysis is highly sensitive to the domain, this sensitivity is the result of different words and even language constructs which is exploited in different domain for giving opinion (Liu and Zhang, 2013) . In addition, the same expression can show different sentiment orientation in different domain. Despite the importance of these systems specially in analyzing the drug reviews a little study has been done so far. SideEffective is the name of a system developed by Yalamanchi (2011) to search and analyze patient reviews about one drug in the drug reviews and ranking them based on the negativity. To do so, he proposed a novel approach which exploits a thesaurus service and training to reach an almost complete opinion lexicon. Finally, he determine the negativity of each review using the aggregation of sentiments of features, sentences and finally the review using his built opinion lexicon. Although this work take side effect into consideration but it does not have any mechanism to discriminate symptom from side effect or recognize patient's precondition. In addition he did sentiment analysis in review level (document level). So his work suffers from shortcomings which are inherent in document-level analysis. Indeed, this approach makes this assumption that the whole review is about one drug whereas in one drug review people may compare some drugs with each other and even speak about their experience about another similar drug or before taking the drug.
Like other extractions in the biomedical domain, this problem can take the advantage of more sophisticated statistical, rule based, knowledge based and particularly temporal extraction approaches. Next sub section provides an overview of previous work.
To resolve this issue, Wang et al. (2010) propose a combination of statistical and NLP based approaches. They use co-occurrence to detect two disease symptom and drug-potential adverse effects in electronic health records (EHR). To overcome the limitations of statistical methods, they use the structural feature of EHR and determine the type of relations based on the section where it occurs. Although they show the improvement of performance using filtering by section, this method is not 1020 OIR 40,7 applicable to unstructured narrative drug reviews. In another statistical based by Li (2011) extracts side effect of statin and non-statin cholesterol lowering drug by considering the difference of patient precondition and drug side effect. They filter patient precondition by removing the symptoms which occur in both statin and non-statin drug reviews. However, this work is not extendable to our work because of two reasons. First, the idea behind this method is comparison of two drug type reviews of one disease. Second, their approach filters the common side effects of two types of drugs along with preconditions.
Rule-based approaches are the other flexible solutions to this challenging issue. By using this method, we can define the linguistic patterns to detect relation types precisely. Because of the flexibility and accuracy of rule-based methods, in this work we will adapt the proposed algorithm (ConText) by Chapman et al. (2007) to detect drug adverse reactions in drug reviews. A detailed description of our scheme is given in Section 6.
To sum up, knowing the polarity of medical text can play a pivotal role in decisionmaking, question answering, pharmacovigilance, and other things. However, existing general-opinion-mining systems are not sophisticated enough for such a domain because of its special characteristics. The next section describes the proposed methods and the materials used.
Materials and methods
As mentioned above, the main contribution of this work is extracting drug side effects more precisely as implicit opinion, taking their differences with disease symptoms into account by considering the context in some drug reviews of www.drugratingz.com. We apply a rule-based algorithm, where regular expressions and a list of trigger terms are used to detect drug adverse side effects and discriminate them from disease symptoms. In a later step, a combination of lexical, syntactical, contextual, and semantic features leads to the best results in the SVM technique.
Collecting drug reviews
In this study, 225 drug reviews are randomly selected from www.drugratingz.com for manual annotation. These reviews are related to such diverse categories as pain relief and antidepressant drugs. Indeed, the comment sections of drug reviews in this websites are full of sentences that contain drug side effects, and the role of our algorithm is to identify these side effects correctly. In our proposed rule-based algorithm, we use 70 reviews to generate rules manually and another 155 reviews as a test set. A five-fold cross-validation method is used to evaluate the SVM model.
From the data distribution view, the corpus has 342 symptoms of disease and 372 side effects of drugs that are distributed randomly in five corpus folds. Figure 1 presents the distribution of symptoms and adverse effects in our corpus.
In addition, a list of drug categories covered in this study and the number of drug reviews for each category are shown in Figure 2 . It is worthwhile to recall that drugs related to depression, anxiety, weight loss, and pain relief are most frequently reviewed (Goeuriot et al., 2011) . To some extent, the drug category distribution over our corpus matches this observation.
Data pre-processing
Some pre-processing algorithms, including tokenization, sentence splitting, and POS tagging, should be run on the corpus before developing the following phases. To achieve this, some of the GATE processing resources are applied. ANNIE English
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Tokenizer is used to split the drug review text into simple tokens, such as words, numbers, and punctuation. The results of this process are exploited by a sentence splitter and are required in medical concept mapping, rule based (for writing the left-hand side of the regular expression), and SVM algorithm (unigram feature). Similarly, the RegEx Sentence Splitter is a regular expression-based splitter in GATE that identifies end-sentence boundaries. We have made some slight changes to regular expressions of this processing resource to make its output appropriate for our problem. The result of this algorithm is used by our proposed rule-based algorithm to identify the s c o p eo ft r i g g e rt e r m sa n di sa l s or e q u i r e di nm e d i c a lc o n c e p t sm a p p i n gb yt h e Tagger_MetaMap plug-in. A part of speech tagging is done by the use of ANNIE POS Tagger. POS tags are added as category features on the annotations of type tokens. These results are used later as a feature by the SVM algorithm. Figure 3 displays these processes.
Term extraction and mapping to a medical concept
The next phase of this work is assigning words and phrases in the drug reviews to their corresponding semantic types in the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus. Most of the words used in medical texts to indicate side effects and symptoms fall within the Disorder semantic group of UMLS. Figure 4 shows an example of drug review sentences that are tagged with UMLS. These semantic tags are used by the SVM algorithm as part of the learning features. However, only disorder group tags are exploited as inputs to a proposed rule-based algorithm. Among the existing programs, MetaMap is an effective configurable and open source program for indexing medical concepts in texts. The Tagger_MetaMap plugin (Gooch and Roudsari, 2011) for GATE wraps the MetaMap Java API client to allow the content of specified annotations to be processed by MetaMap and the results converted to GATE annotations and features.
Developing rule-based algorithms
The goal of this method is the discrimination of drug side effects from symptoms in the output of the previous phase, using the combination of some simple regular expressions and semantic rules. The idea supporting this scheme is the lexical and syntactic similarity of symptoms and side effects and the necessity of considering context to cope with this problem.
To reach this goal, we examine some drug reviews to generate some rules to indicate the role of the context on determining the side effects and symptoms. We use two regular expressions for detecting the symptoms and side effects:
where W* is any number of single words or UMLS concepts. Indeed, the default scope of each trigger term is the end of the sentence unless another scope is defined explicitly for it. Our algorithm utilizes a manual list of trigger terms for recognition. Tables I and II list samples of the trigger terms used in this study.
Based on our observations, in drug reviews, when a medical term that belongs to the "Disorder" semantic group of UMLS appears after such terms as "because" and "for," it typically shows the disease symptom. We call these cue words, which can be used for discrimination: trigger terms. In this sentence, for example, "This drug is great for anxiety," anxiety will be assigned to disease symptoms using RE1, considering "for" as a disease symptom trigger.
In fact, the proposed algorithm is a combination of the lexicon-based (trigger terms extraction) and rule-based algorithm. To implement this approach, two GATE processing 
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Recognition of side effects resources, namely, ANNIE Gazetteer and JAPE Transducer, have been, respectively, used. The Gazetteer processing resource uses the list of trigger terms, which is called the Gazetteer list, to look up trigger terms in the corpus. In this case, we define four Gazetteer lists to find the side effect and symptom indicators in the first and second regular expressions. In the rule-based part, the JAPE Transducer processing resource is used to detect the side effects and symptoms based on patterns in annotations using RE1 and RE2. Figures 5 and 6 show more details of this algorithm.
3.5 Developing SVM algorithm SVM has been exploited previously in many applications to perform NER and text classification tasks. In this work, SVM has been used to accomplish side effect recognition (label ¼ side effect) and their discrimination from disease symptoms (label 1 ¼ side effect; label 2 ¼ disease symptom) in drug reviews. First, we should extract features that can differentiate between the classes. Intuitively, disease symptoms and drug adverse side effects are common in most of their lexical, syntactical, and semantic features. Thus, consideration of these features for recognition and additional contextual features for discrimination seems crucial to achieve good results. To verify this supposition, unigrams, POS tags, UMLS semantic types, disease symptoms and side effect trigger terms (identified in the previous algorithm), and drug categories are selected as features (see Table VI ). In addition, manually annotated disease symptoms are used as a feature for side effect recognition tasks. Also, the context window is defined for some of the features. The extraction procedure is run on the corpus, using GATE plug-ins and JAPE rules.
To perform the learning, SVMLibSvmJava of the GATE learning plug-in is applied. Linear and polynomial kernel functions and different values of uneven-margin parameters are used when building an SVM model. Lastly, the proposed learning model is evaluated by using a five-fold cross-validation. The identification of the features combination, which leads to a good generalizable result, is of great importance to reach the goal of this study.
Results
Because of the novel nature of this problem, there is no annotated corpus for testing and evaluating this work. Thus, a group of pharmacists participated in this research by identifying all the disease symptoms and drug side effects in every drug review comment sentence in the corpus. These tagged values are used to calculate the precision, recall, and F-measure. To calculate these three values, we compared the output tags, which are assigned by our algorithms with the corresponding gold standard values, according to three criteria: namely, strict, lenient, and average measures. Partially correct responses are considered as spurious and correct in strict and lenient measures, respectively. Likewise, the average measure allocates a half-weight to partially correct responses.
The proposed rule-based approach is a simple regular expression-based algorithm that uses the prepared list of trigger terms as contextual parameters to decide whether a disorder term recognized by MetaMap is a disease symptom or a drug adverse side effect. The results of this method are summarized in Table III by presenting the precision, recall, and F-measure of this method in strict, lenient, and average modes (Table IV) .
SVM is the second approach to dealing with the disease symptom and drug side effect extraction problem, which is proposed, developed, and evaluated in this study.
Step 1: Input a drug review
Step 2: Tag drug review text with UMLS
Step 4: Apply RE1 to assign proper value (symptom or side effect) to some Disorder semantic group members
Step 5: Go to evaluation phase
Step 3 Upon examining the results obtained in this study, Table V lists the performance of different SVM configurations using different NLP features that are listed in Table VI . For each feature, we consider a context window to capture the features of some immediately preceding and succeeding tokens of the current tokens as their features.
From the configuration perspective, linear and polynomial kernel functions are used. The value of the uneven margins parameter for the SVM is shown by τ. If the training data have a small number and a large number of positive and negative examples, respectively, setting the value of τ to a value less than 1 (the value of τ for standard 
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OIR 40,7 SVM) typically leads to a better result (Cunningham et al., 2011) . BP in the last column of Table V is a threshold probability boundary that determines the confidence threshold on the start and end tokens of chunk. Only those boundary tokens with a confidence of more than this value are selected as candidates for the entities. As indicated in Table V , linear SVM with τ ¼ 0.4 and threshold probability boundary ¼ 0.4 obtained the best results.
From the SVM feature set selection perspective, Table V also provides different combinations of features and corresponding results. The first model shows the results of considering only a unigram for solving the problem (baseline). As the second model shows, considering UMLS semantic types increases the precision and recall significantly. Using contextual features in the third and fourth models slightly increases performance. Nevertheless, using these contextual features together in the same model counter intuitively slightly degrades the performance.
In conclusion, a combination of novel feature sets including unigram as a lexical feature, UMLS semantic type as a semantic feature by using the domain knowledge, and, finally, a drug category that is extracted from a drug review structure for contextual filtering or considering trigger terms leads to the best result.
In this study, many experiments were conducted to solve the problem. The overall results can be summarized in Table VII . The table indicates, the results achieved by SVM are more promising. The next section discusses the proposed models presented on previous sections in terms of the results, limitation and source of errors.
Discussion
In this study, many experiments were conducted to extract the adverse side effects of drugs as implicit-opinion words from drug reviews to enhance the usability of 
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Recognition of side effects opinion-mining systems in the biomedical domain. The overall results for them can be concluded as in Table VII . As the tables indicate, experimental results show that SVM outperforms the rule-based algorithm significantly.This conclusion is more severe for side effect recognition task that when SVM is used, precision, recall and F1 are improved almost two-fold. As shown in Table III and Table V , among the precision and recall evaluation measures, recall is much lower than precision in side effect recognition. This indicates that most side effects are missed by the proposed rule-based algorithm, as shown in Table IV . In addition, the low precision and recall of disease symptom recognition shows the high numbers of false positives and false negatives that are evident in this table. A further manual analysis of results clears the challenges and reasons behind the low performance of the proposed rule-based algorithm. The main reasons include the sensitivity of proposed rule-based algorithm to MetaMap performance, using descriptive sentences instead of a phrase to describe disease symptom and side effects in some cases by patients, existence of some non-disorder phrases which are mapped to the UMLS Disorder semantic group and vice versa, some typographical error; and other factors as illustrated in Table VIII . Another problem is the small number of analyzed drug reviews for constructing the list of trigger terms, which leads to low performance. In contrast, SVM deals better with this problem using lexical, semantic and contextual features.
Based on the literature, using machine-learning methods in information extraction may provide easier portability solutions, even though rule-based information extraction systems provide more-reliable results (Spasić et al., 2010) . Surprisingly, our experimental results show that the SVM algorithm provides a more-reliable and portable solution to this problem. The main reason to support this phenomenon is the small size of the development data set, which leads to the construction of a not-comprehensive small list of trigger terms. In addition, in some cases more complicated rules should be considered instead of just simple regular expression-based methods. The other important reason is related to the strong dependency of a rulebased algorithm in an extraction of disorders to MetaMap outputs, as discussed earlier. However, the proposed SVM algorithm deals better with the small data set using a five-fold cross-validation, and its dependency on the MetaMap result is much less. Indeed, SVM only uses MetaMap UMLS semantic types as a feature, and the extraction task will be accomplished by SVM chunk learning using the whole feature set, including MetaMap.
Despite the high performance of SVM in handling problems with high-dimensional data, such as information extraction, this algorithm is highly sensitive to selected features. To handle this issue, the SVM model is evaluated using some combination of lexical, syntactic, and contextual features. The results show that the combination of unigram and UMLS semantic type with one of the contextual features (drug category or trigger terms lists) will lead to a better result.
However, the results of both algorithms are encouraging and a good foundation for future research. Obviating the limitations and using combined approaches would improve the results.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have investigated the utility of the regular expression and the machine learning in to deal with side effect recognition as implicit-opinion words in 1030 OIR 40,7 drug reviews. The system's value in the real world is represented by its ability to detect new cases or modify the existing statistics of adverse drug effect.
In consideration of the experiments carried out, our main finding is that drug review side effect recognition can be handled by using the SVM algorithm, which significantly outperforms the regular expression-based algorithm. The best SVM feature set to discriminate disease symptoms from adverse side effects among examined features include unigram, UMLS semantic type, and drug category or trigger terms.
The results of the proposed algorithm are encouraging and a good foundation for future research. However, enlarging the corpus to have hundreds of drug reviews of diverse drug categories and also enlarging the development data set for a rule-based algorithm to construct a more-comprehensive list of trigger terms, generating more 
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Recognition of side effects complicated hand-crafted rules and defining a more sophisticated scope for trigger terms, considering the syntactic features, and using a sophisticated SVM feature selection algorithm for finding the best SVM feature set would improve the results. However, the result analysis highlights the potential of proposed algorithm to reach much better accuracy in future.
